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1. Purpose -5Z 
This manual sets forth the doctrine and procedures 
for the collection, production, and dissemination of 
technical intelligence during peace and war. 
2. Scope 
This manual contains the delineation of responsi-
bilities and the organization for collection, produc-
tion, and dissemination of technical intelligence. 
The organization and procedures described herein are 
in accordance with accepted doctrine and apply .to all 
Army personnel and agencies. 
3. Objectives of Technical Intelligence 
Four m:tjor objectives are att:tined by proper in-
telligence exploitation of foreign materiel, facilities, 
installations, and other information sources. These 
objectives (not necessarily in order of priority) a1'<>-
a. Prompt Development of Oowntermeasures. 
There is a necessity for countermeasures.to neutralize 
the effectiveness of new foreign arms and equipment. 
For example, technical service intelligence personnel 
determine the capability and limitations of a new 
type of enemy tank. Based upon this determination, 
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a. new ta . ctic, or a. new wcapon, such as a. ta.nk, anti-
tank gun, ek, is devised to combat this threat. 
b. Prompt Eccploitation of N e10 Idea., for Our 
Benefit. Foreign scientists, technicians, or produc-
tion experts often develop new materiel, techniques, 
or production methods. Our use or adaptation of 
these ideas to our own planning and production may 
result in new or improved equipment, morc efficient 
operating methods, and better use of facilities in for-
eign arens. 
c. Determination of Oapabilities. Detailed study 
of the physical and performance characteristics of a 
nation's materiel and facilities provides an important 
part of the intelligence needed to arrive at an esti-
mate of military capabilities, at both tactical and 
strategic levels. In addition, such study may dis-
close critical shortages of materials which force the 
nse of inferior substitutes, or it may indicate produc-
tion rates, new techniques, or bottlenecks which could 
be vulnerable points in the nation's economy. 
d. Use of Foreign Materiel and Facilities by Our 
Forces. Knowledge of foreign arms, ammunition, 
supplies, facilities, equipment, technical personnel 
and agencies, and other resources allows our forces to 
employ co,ptured and other foreign materiel and £0,-
cilities with a minimum loss of time and efficiency, 
and to relieve our logistics problem in the theater. 
Appropriate technical services assist by preparing 
manuals, firing tables, technical bulletins, ammuni-
tion interchangeability guides, and other training 
literature and aids. 
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4. General 
a. The collection, production, and dissemination of 
technical intelligence are functions of command at 
all levels. G2, as the commander's intelligence offi-
cer, directs and supervises the collection of technical 
intelligence by all elements of the command. He ex-
ercises general staff direction and supervision over 
the production and dissemination of technica.! intelli-
gence. 
b. Under the general staff direction and supervi-
sion of G2, each technical service is responsible for 
the colledion and production of technical intelli-
gence on foreign materiel, facilities, installations, and 
other intelligence requirements for which thnt sel"Vice 
has a primnry intelligence responsibility. 
c. Technical intelligence produced by the technical 
services will be disseminated through 02 at the ap-
propriate level of command. This procedure does 
not preclude a technical service from disseminating 
intelligence to agencies of its own service for their 
use, or the simultaneous forwardillg of such intelli-
gence to the Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, and to the 
chief of their service at Department of the Army. 
5. Definitions 
a. 7'echnicallntelligence. Intelligence concerning 
foreign technical developments which have a prac-
tical application for war purposes. It includes all 
steps in development ,md the initial application of a 
principle or theory for the purpose of waging war. 
Technical intelligence includes intelligence pertain-
IWWlWffiAL 5 
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ing to the principles of design and operation, no-
menclature, physical characteristics, performance 
operational capabilities and limitations of foreign 
materiel, facilities, and installations used by or for 
the support of military forces. Also pertinent is 
intelligence on logistics, terrain, operations, order of 
battle, and training of type units and their identity, 
personal history capabilities, and accomplishments 
and importance to the country of individuals out-
standing in the field of operations corresponding to 
those included in the assigned mission to the United 
States Army technical services. 
b. Scientific IntelUgeneB. That portion of tech-
nical intelligence concerning foreign technological 
and scientific research and development having po-
tential practical application for the purpose of 
waging war. 
c. Olandestine Intelligenee Operations. The col-
lection of information and materiel by clandestine 
techniques. 
d. Technical Intelligenee Staff Officer. A combat 
intelligence staff officer (MOS Code 9301) who 
assists G2 in providing general staff direction and 
supervision over United States Army scientific and 
technical intelligence activities. 
e. Technical IntelUgence Subsection. A technicnl 
intelligence subsection is organic to the G2 section of 
a corps and higher headquarters, including those of 
theater army and the communications zone. In the 
latter two this subsection is designated a branch. 
This subsection assists the G2 of the command in the 
6 ea!lfMNItAL 
direction and supervIsIon of the technical intelli-
gence collection by the technical services and other 
United States Army agencies concerned with the 
collection, production, and dissemination of techni-
cal information and intelligence. 
f. Technical EGJploitation Units. All units in the 
military structure concerned with the exploitation of 
foreign materiel, facilities, and installations, to se-
cure information of immediate operational signifi-
cance or for long-range planning. This type of unit 
may include technical service intelligence detach-
ments (TSID's) and G2 technical organizations. 
g. Intelligence Tcuk Force Organizations. Spe-
cial organizations or task force groups may be assem-
bled for intelligence task force.operations. They are 
tailormade units formed for a specific task. They 
have no permanency and upon completion of the 
mission revert to their parent unit. These units 
operate under the direction and supervision of the 
G2. 
h. Technical Intelligence Tcuk Force Operations. 
A technical intelligence task force operation is an 
operation prepared under the direction of G2 for the 
seizure, safeguarding, and exploitation of an intelli-
gence target. 
i. Technical Service Intelligenee Officer. A tech-
nical service intelligence officer is a qualified officer 
of one of the technical services who may serve as a 
commander of a technical service intelligence de-
tachment or as a member of the technical service 
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staff section, at the echelon to which he is assigned or 
attached, or both. 
j. Technical Senice Intelligence Detachments.' 
Technical service intelligence detachment (TSID's) 
are technical exploitation units, with the mission of 
collecting information and producing intelligence 
pertinent to the intelligence responsibilities of the 
chief of their technical service. 
k. Military Attache. An Army officer officially 
accredited to a foreign government who serves in the 
dual capacity as the senior military representative 
of the Chief of Staff, United States Army, and is 
also on the official staff of an ambassador or minister 
to a foreign country. He serves as a milit"ry ob-
server and reports to his Government on the military 
plans and developments of the country in which he 
is stationed. In the event an attache is stationed in 
an active theater or any other area in which United 
States troops or forces are present, he will coordinate 
his activities with the theater or unit intelligence 
officer. 
I. Technical Attache (Assistant Attaohe). An ac-
credited Army officer possessing special cducational 
or experience qualifications in some technical field 
who is assigned to a particular post to assist the 
military attache in his overall collection effort. Al-
though he possesses particular skills, his responsi-
bility is not normally limited to his specialty and he 
may be used as directed by the attache. Assistant 
attaches with technical specialties can normally be 
made available to nearby posts and commands, upon 
s ~GNflgiNiIAL • 
oa~ffe'i! Ii1 J) JlfM 'i Zr:rz=. 
Enm}>! from G D S of E ~dJ(tibENTIAL _, ~ ~ 
Exemption Category ~,,~~ 1~on Pie ~ r: .P//1 ~C~,j;o the re~1si J(Jl'Lche. Such an aSSIstant :) \ atta~he may haveCdMf~~l:tance as ~ reqUIred. .~ 
. J '-m, Military Geographic Specialut Team (MGST)!i '\ J A team possessing educational and experience quali-
~ fications as military geographers which may be 
assigned to a particular attache post to assist in 
the collection of military geographic information, 
'3 The chief of this team, an officer, is normally an. 
'" \, assistant attache. The team collects information 1 >relative to strategically important routes, relief, 
:: .) drainage, vegetation, climate, cultural features and 
f"\ K other data necessary in the preparation of military 
. :; ~ "terrain evaluations. The team's responsibility nor-
~ t mally is limited to coverage of its particular spe-
/.1:. cialty. T!,e team~J.:\*I'fifF,<.'\P.r. ma~l'ailable to I ;~<ltheu(atlOns. -,,\ .. i~.jl,Wl~~1flil ll,. . / N n. Joint .. Technical Intelligence Subcommittee 
(JTIS) . The JTIS functions at the J CS level and 
provides a coordinating point for materiel exploita-
tion by the' Army, Navy, and Air Force. 
.\1 o. Technical Intelligence Plan. A technical intel-
ligence plan outlines the procedures for the collection 
and processing of technical information and intelli-
gence, handling of foreign materiel, dissemination 
of technical intelligence, organization for intelligence 
task force operations, and employment of technical 
intelligence personnel and units. The theater army 
plan is prepared by the theater army G2, and sup-
porting plans are prepared at all appropriate lower 
echelons. 
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CHAPTER 2 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
6. General 
G2 directs and supervises the collection of techni-
cal intelligence by the technical services. He retains 
direet operational control of all clandestine military 
intelligence activities, during both peace and war, 
and exercises a high degree of staff direction and 
supervision over all aspects of overt collection and 
over the production and dissemination of intelli-
gence. 
7. Commanders 
a. Commanders are responsible for captured en-
emy materiel, facilities, and installations within their 
zone of responsibility and will-
12 
(1) Provide proper safeguards to prevent un-
intentional destruction by combat troops, 
protection from deterioration, delayed en-
emy demolition, looting, or removal by 
souvenir hunters. 
(2) Report to the next higher echelon of com-
mand. 
(3) Except in unusual circumstances, insure 
that new, unusual, or dangerous materiel 
remains in place for exploitation and dis-
position by appropriate teehnical services. 
mlllFlDilmAl 
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(4) Insure that technical exploitation units are 
available to aid, advise, coordinate, and, in 
some cases, actually supervise the evacuation 
of all captured enemy materiel. 
o. Commanders will insure that members of their 
commands are trained in the recognition, reporting, 
and proper handling of enemy ammunition, weapons, 
equi pment, and rebted documents. 
8. Indivlduols 
It is the responsibility of each individual in the 
Army and of each person attached for duty with its 
forces promptly to turn in or report the presence 
of cnptured materiel or foreign materiel and docu-
ments to the commanding officer of his own or the 
nearest army unit. Certain souveuir or war trophy 
items may be excluded from this procedure as pre-
scribed by the theater commander. Individuals of 
the combat arms are trained to identify enemy 
weapons and equipment by sight or sound. New or 
unusual items are reported and if possible are left 
in place for examination by intelligence personnel. 
If recapture appears imminent, such materiel is evac-
uated or destroyed. 
9. Intelligence Officer. 
G2's at all echelons are responsible for the general 
staff direction and supervision of all operations per-
taining to technical intelligence functions for the 
command. Specifically they-
~D&Iu:JAL 13 
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a. Prepare plans and directives concerning the col-
lection of information and for the production and 
dissemination of technical intelligence. 
b. Direct collection of and assemble data on in-
telligence targets. 
c. Insure an integrated and coordinated collection 
effort by all technical intelligence agencies includ- . 
ing the technical services operating within the 
command. 
d. Expedite transmission of scientific and techni-
cal information obtained from available sources and 
agencies. 
e. Disseminate technical intelligence to higher, 
lower, and adjacent commands. 
f. Coordinate with the appropriate general twd 
special staffs as required for tactical and logistical 
support of intelligence task force operations. 
g. In coordination with the operations officer ini-
tiate and supervise the technical intelligence train-
ing program. 
10. Technical Intelligence Staff Officer 
A technical intelligence staff officer is organic to 
each intelligence section of the general staff of corps 
and higher headquarters, up to and including theater 
army and the communications zone. As an assistant 
to the G2, his duties entail providing direction and 
supervision over the collection of technical intel-
ligence, and general staff direction and supervision 
over the production and dissemination of technical 
...... 
tJ. a. Prepare plans for the collection, production, 
and dissemination of technical information and 
intelligence. 
",r b. Supervise the coverage of technical intelligence 
targets. 
N c. Maintain files on technical intelligence targets. 
i~ d. Maintain liaison with appropriate United 
States civilian, Air Force, Navy, and foreign tech-
nical intelligence agencies or individuals operating 
in his area. In maintaining liaison with other in-
telligence agencies, the liaison officer must remember 
that the United States Army definition of technical 
intelligence may differ from those of the other agen-
cies. In general, technical intelligence, as used by 
United States civilian, Air Force, Navy, and allied 
foreign intelligence agencies, is intelligence pertain-
ing to materiel. 
f) e. Expedite the translation of enemy documents 
concerning technical matters. 
'\ f. Supervise the selection, for interrogation, of 
enemy personnel (military and civilian) having tech-
nical knowledge. 
,~ g. Coordinate the collection, examination, and 
evacuation of items in which more than one technical 
service is interested. 
N h. Assist technical service staff officers and the 
technical exploitation units in the evacuation of 
enemy materiel by obtaining from G4 priorities for 
shipment or obtaining special equipment to evacuate 
information and intelligence. Specificall''.l'~~ill- : Ii :--J.- i. Supervise the collection of equipment markings 
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11. Technical Service Staff Officers 
The term technical service staff officer, as used 
throughout this manual, refers to the senior officer of 
the technical service element of the command. The 
technical service staff officer will, in addition to his 
other duties--
a. Produce and maintain technical reports and 
studies; and acquire, produce, and maiutain informa-
tion and intelligence concerning foreign materiel, 
installations, facilities, and other intelligence sub-
jects, within the field of interest and assigned re-
sponsibilities of his technical service and the re-
quirements of G2. 
b. Provide supervision of the overt collection, 
examination, and reporting on captured enemy ma-
teriel, installations, and facilities in accordance with 
policies and priorities established by G2. 
c. Disseminate technical reports and studies and 
other intelligence concurrently through the G2 and 
his own technical service channel, except for that 
required exclusively for a service's own use. 
d. Develop techniques required for the process of 
technical analysis. 
e. Train personnel and units for specialization in 
technical analysis and the preparation of technical 
intelligence reports and studies. 
f. Implement and operate the system of evacua-
tion of captured materiel. 
g. Advise the G2 on technical matters and provide 
such assistance as may be required. 
16 IIOIIJiiIDEHTIAL 
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h. Provide, within his field of interest, informa· 
tion for the training of troops on foreign materiel 
to include recognition, characteristics, use, and inter-
changeability with United States or allied equip-
ment. 
12. Technical Service Intelligence Officers 
Under the direction of the technical service staff 
officer and in coordination with G2, the technical 
service intelligence officer will-
a. Implement that portion of the collection plan 
that pertains to his technical service. 
b. Exploit by overt means technical intelligence 
t"rgets. 
c. Prepare or supervise the preparation of field 
reports. 
d. Plan for and supervise evacuation of captured 
enemy materiel in coordination with G4. 
e. Collect information and produce intelligence 
concerning foreign materiel, facilities, installations, 
and other intelligence subjects, peculiar to the needs 
of his staff section and technical service and to ful-
filling the requirements of G2. 
lI6iFiI!MjAL 17 
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CHAPTER 3 
DIRECTION 
........ 
ices produce and maintain intelligence as re-
quired by the Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, 
for both Army and non-Army agencies, or 
as required by the chief of a technical serv-
ice for the successful execution of his mis-
SlOn. 
13. Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, Department of the (3) General staff direction and supervision over 
Army the dissemination of intelligence to include 
a. The Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, Department the proper and timely dissemination of all 
of the Army plans, directs, and supervises the world- intelligence produced within the Army 
wide intelligence effort of the Department of the establishment, except that the Chief of a 
Army. In discharging these responsibilities, the As- technical service may disseminate informa-
sistant Chief of Staff, G2, Department of the Army tion to elements of his service and to the 
and the Assistant Chiefs of Staff, G2, at each level of Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, Department of 
command, provide: the Army, for further dissemination. In-
(1) Direction and supervision over the collec- telligence information collected by technical 
tion of technical intelligence, except tIu,t the service representatives will be forwarded to 
technical services may collect, by overt the Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, through 
means, information pertinent to the techni- intelligence channels and may be dispatched 
cal service concerned, provided such collec- concurrently through technical channels to 
tion activity is not in conflict with the poli- the various el fnts of the technical service 
cies of the Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, and r------ concerned. ONFIDFNTIlJ. U 
provided t11l1t such information is made 't--b. In order provide complete and conC~uous in- , 
available to the A~istant Chief:of St~ff, <:,2, _ te:ligence on the capabiIi.ties and l~mitations ~f the I, 
for further evaluatlOn and for dlssemlllatlOn . mIlItary potentIal of formgn countrIes, the ASSIstant '-
to other agencies. J 'Chief of Staff, G2, Department of the Army, pub- ) 
(2) General staJ! direction ~nd sl1pervisi~n ov~r lishes directives for the collection, production, and 
the productIOn and mallltenance of mtellI- dissemination of technical information and intelli-
gence, a~is~ed as a?prol?riate by other ~le- . ~ gence. These directives are designed to serve as the 
men~ Wlthlll the lllt;llIgence cOl;Ullumty. ':. ( basis for collection, production, and dissemination 
In thIS respect,. th=~~~:chmcal.s~_ _ '~ . plans and to provide short-and-long-range coverage 
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ror peace and war. Objectives and guidance are con-
tained in the rollowing direCtives: 
(1) Department of the AIWY Intelligence Plan 
(DAIP). 
(2) SR 380-305-5 (Army Intelligence Collec-
I tion Instructions). 
r':> (3) SR 11-iO-50 (Army Programs, Execution 
1L ';:)' and Review and Analysis or the Intelligence S'i.·'9 Program). 
elf) /" (4) Intelligence Program Document. 
1JV (5) Intelligence Collection Guides (ICG's). 
(6) Intelligence Collection Memorand" (ICM). 
(7) Summary of Current Needs (SOCN). 
(Distribution limited to theater G2's and 
Attaches.) 
(8) Specific Request ror Inrormation (SRI's). 
(9) Quarterly Letters. 
(10) Letters or Instruction. 
(11) Other media such as DA pamphlets of the 
30 series. 
c. The Assistant Chief or Staff, G2, at each level 
or command is responsible ror such intelligence liai-
son as may be required ror coordination with non-
Army agencies, civil, military, domestic, and foreign, 
and will be the initial point of contact for these pur-
poses. Further delegation or such contact may be 
v made only by the G2 in the name or the commander. 
d. The Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, Department 
of the Army, will establish collection priorities to 
insure that national and Army interests are best 
served. 
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14. Chiefs of Technical Services 
Chiefs of technical services, Department of the 
Army, must determinc "nd provide the facilities re-
quired to enable them to fulfill their intelligence 
responsibility. Collection requirements will be for-
warded to the Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, Depart-
ment of the Army. Information and intelligence 
from the theater chiefs of technical services will be 
forwarded to the Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, De-
partment of the Army, through intelligence channels. 
Concurrently with the dispatch of the intelligence 
channel copy, tcchnical services may forward copies 
through technical channels, to the chiefs of their 
technical services. 
15. Military and Technical Aflaches 
The Military Attache is the senior military repre-
sentative of the Chief of Staff, United States Army, 
in the country to which he is accredited. He is re-
sponsible for collecting and reporting information 
and intelligence, including technical intelligence, as 
directed by the Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, Depart-
ment of the Army. Technical Attaches are Assistant 
Attaches possessing special educational or experience 
qualifications in one or more technical fields. 
16. Intelligence Officer, Theater, Army Group, Army, 
Corps, Division, or Independent Command 
a. Provision of general staff direction and super-
vision of the technical intelligence effort in each 
of the units enumerated is the responsibility of the 
'GGIiEIDflIW- 2.1 
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Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, at each level of com-
mand, and parallels the responsibility of the Assist-
ant Chief of Staff, G2, Department of the Army 
(par. 13), to inclnde: 
(1) Preparation of the technical intelligence 
collection plan which will be incorporated 
into the technical intelligence plan at each 
level (app. II). Each chief of a technical 
service at all levels is responsible for pro-
viding recommendations for his portion of 
the plan. Specific directives are published 
in accordance with the theater Army col-
lection plan and sent through command 
channels to the concerned units. 
(2) Prep!1ration of an "Items ,V!1Ilted List," 
which is a listing of materiel indic!1ting the 
quantities desired and grouped according 
to technical service responsibility, and con-
cerning foreign personalities, facilities, and 
installations. 
(3) Preparation of a technical intelligence 
targets list. 
b. Intelligence agencies throughout the theater 
army concerned with collection of scientific and 
technical information on material and targets must 
be alert to additions of new listings and discontinu-
ance of old ones. This is necessary in order to main-
tain proper momentum and direction of the collec-
tion effort, to prevent undue emphasis on a single 
item, to forestall duplication, and to reduce prolonged 
delays in securing difficult targets. 
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17. Technical Service Staff Officer, Theater, Army 
Group, Army, Corps, Division, and Independen1 
Command 
The functions of each technical service staff officer 
at the indicated levels of command include: 
a. Preparation of his intelligence plan based upon 
the plan of the theater army. This plan is concerned 
with the procedures to be followed by technical serv-
ice staff officers, technical exploitation units, and 
other personnel of his service in their acquisition and 
exploitation of foreign documents and materiel, and 
in the collection and reporting of information con-
cerning facilities and resources of military signifi-
cance. This plan will be forwarded to the intelli-
gence officer of the concerned unit for approval and 
subsequent incorporation iuto the G2 Collection 
Plan. 
b. Intelligence training of their personnel. 
c. Assistance to intelligence agencies throughout 
the theater in the determination, evaluation, and in-
terpretation of scientific and technical aspects of new 
developments in foreign materiel and facilities. In 
addition, providing information for illustrative ma-
terial, description, and other indications needed by 
nontechnical collecting agencies to recognize and 
identify pertinent matter. 
d. Technical guidance required for his service's 
scientific and technical personnel, and the subsequent 
research, analysis, and exploitation of foreign ma-
teriel and facilities as required. 
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CHAPTER 4 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION 
AND FUNCTIONS 
Section I. TECHNicAL INTELLIGENCE SUBSECTIONS 
18. General 
Technical intelligence subsections are composed of 
technical intelligence staff officers and enlisted or 
civilian intelligence [malysts and assistants. Tech-
nical intelligence duties at general staff level are per-
formed by intelligence staff officers (MOS Code 
9301) . Enlisted personnel assigned to these subsec-
tions arc qualified in either 1\10S Code 962 or 960. 
19. Employment 
Technical intelligence subsections are organic to 
G2 sections of theater army and the communications 
zone down to and including corps. 
20. Missions and Functions 
a. Technical intelligence subsections assist the G2 
of the command in the direction and supervision of 
technical intelligence collection by the technical serv-
ices and other United States Army agencies assigned 
or attached to the command and in the general staff 
direction and supervision of the production and dis-
seminntion of technical intelligence. Personnel of 
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the subsections coordinate with appropriate general, 
special, and technical service staff officers when pre-
paring plans and directives pertaining to the scien-
tific and technical intelligence program. 
b. Technical intelligence subsections function for 
the G2 in the collection, production, and dissemina-
tion of technical intelligence by-
(1) Assisting the G2 in exercising general staff 
direction and supervision over United 
States Army technical intelligence agencies. 
(2) Preparing plans prescribing procedures for 
collection and reporting of technical infor-
mation by troops and intelligence agencies 
and for the production and dissemination 
of intelligence by G2 and the technical 
services. 
_ (3) Preparing those portions of G2 and com-
~ .. \ mand directives concerning technical intel-
- ).. . 
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(8) Forwarding reports received from technical 
services and other technical intelligence 
agencies through intelligence channels to 
the next higher headquarters. (See sub-
paragraph (10) below.) 
(9) Obtaining technical intelligence and infor-
mation required by the G2, other staff offi-
cers, and commanders. 
(10) Maintaining liaison on technical intelli-
gence matters with Joint, Nav",!, Air Force, 
United States civilian and foreign military 
and civilian technical intelligence agencies; 
general and special staff officers; technical 
intelligence subsections at higher, lower, 
and adjacent commands; and intelligence 
officers within the G2 section. In main-
taining liaison with other intelligence 
agencies, the liaison officer must remember 
that the United States Army definition of 
technical intelligence may differ from those 
of the other agencies. In general, technical 
intelligence, as used by United States civil-
ian, Air Force, and Navy, and allied foreign 
intelligence agencies is intelligence pertain-
ing to materiel. 
(11) Preparing plans for the training of troops 
in the identification of foreign and enemy 
materiel and facilities and in the collection 
and reporting of technical information. 
(12) Planning for the esl.ablishment of the 
souvenir and war trophy policy and for the 
UO'ftfiUtHffAtr 
... 
diSposition of captured and foreign ma-
teriel of intelligence interest. 
(13) Coordinating with prisoner-of-war inter-
rogators and document translators on the 
examination of enemy personnel and docu-
ments for technical information. 
(14) Assisting special and technical service staff 
officers, technical service intelligence de-
tachments, and other technical intelligence 
agencies in obtaining prisoner-of-war inter-
rogation reports, translations of enemy 
documents, photographs, and other avail-
able data on enemy technical materiel and 
facilities. Also, arranging for the concur-
rent examination of enemy materiel and 
facilities of joint intelligence intercst to two 
or more agencies. 
(15) Maintaining files on exploited enemy 
materiel and facilities and on suspected 
enemy items. 
(16) Informing the G2 of technical intelligence 
requirements that may be exploited through 
clandestine means. 
(17) Providing general staff assistance to tech-
nical services in establishing and maintain-
ing technical exploitation units at a strength 
permitting accomplishment of the total 
technical intelligence mission. 
21. Operational Support 
Other types of intelligence personnel, such as 
counterintelligence agents, prisoner-of-war interro-
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gators, document translators, editors, technical ex-
ploitation units, and others required for the function-
ing of the subsection, or for intelligence task force 
operations, are obtained by the intelligence officer 
through military intelligence channels. 
Section II. TECHNICAL SERVICE INTELLIGENCE 
DETACHMENTS (TSID) ~ 
, 22. General 
, ,~~" a. Each technical service maintains intelligence 
~ detachments composed of its own personnel. Under 
j' I'} the direction and supervision of G2, the technical . ~ se~vice staff officers ~re responsible fo~ t~le accom-
'", ~ phshment of the assIgned collectIOn mISSIOn of the 
"j j"" TSID's. Within the areas of interest of the service 
~,'" concerned, TSID's are responsible for-
.~ (1) Rendering support to the field commander 
as required. 
(2) Collection of enemy or other foreign ma-
teriel; study of its components, its use and 
effectiveness, its possible intelligence value 
including research and development value; 
and the timely reporting of such informa-
tion. 
(3) Selecting and expediting the evacuation of 
captured or other ioreigJ) ,matefi el 
markings and nameplate 
found on foreign and captured enemy ma-
tl""iel as <l~ted. In .~srfie'il fiy PI \ \, 1l-.'L-i\ii~l\ . 
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(5) Assisting in the location, evaluation, and 
intelligence exploitation of those foreign 
installations, facilities, personalities, agen-
cies, and activities associated with or con-
tributing to the planning, design, develo,p-
ment, operation, research, field testing, pro-
duction, storage, maintenance, or construc-
tion of equipment, installations, or facilities 
analogous to those within the designated 
field of interest or responsibility of the par-
ticular technical service. 
(6) Conducting technical service intelligence 
examination of information repositories and 
participating in the production and main-
tenance of intelligence data peculiar to the 
needs of his technical service and G2. 
b. Technical service intelligence detachments are 
assigned to foreign areas for overt collection pur-
poses, to include short-term collection efforts; and 
to oversea commands to aid in collecting and process-
ing technical information. TSID's assigned to a 
theater of operations may be further assigned or at-
tached, as needed, to commands down to and includ-
ing corps or separate commands. 
23. Chemical Technical Intelligence Detachments 
a. 1I1i88ion, Chemical technical intelligence de-
tachments contribute to their service's technical in-
telligence effort by-
(1) Collecting captured and foreign materiel; 
evaluating its components, use, and effec-
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tiveness; and instructing troops in its han· 
dling, use, and maintenance, when required. 
Selecting and expediting the flow of cap-
tured and foreign chemical materiel and all 
pertinent reports for intelligence purposes. 
Locating, evaluating, and exploiting those 
aspects of enemy installations which are per-
tinent to the design, construction, research, 
production, or storage responsibilities of 
chemical corps materiel. 
Examining technical facilities and installa-
tions. 
(5) Assisting in the interrogation of captured 
and foreign scientists and technologists. 
b. Organization. There are two types of chemical 
technical intelligence detachments. One detachment 
can be organized into two mobile teams; the other, 
into three mobile teams. Both types normally are 
assigned to a theater of opemtions and are further 
assigned or attached to subordinate commands as re-
quired. These detachments are made up of Chemical 
Corps personnel to furnish technical information 
obtllined from the examination of captured and for-
eign chemical, biological, and radiological installa-
tions, and captured enemy CBR materiel. Detach-
ments are assisted in their operations by chemical 
mobile I:tbomtories. These laboratories, as part of 
their functions, examine, evaluate, and identify 
equipment and materiel pertinent to chemical war-
fare. Normally, two mobile laboratories are assigned 
to the communications zone in support of the field 
army. 
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24. Engineer Technical Intelligence Detachments 
a. jJf 1.8sion. Engineer technical intelligence de-
tachments contribute to their service's technical in-
telligence effort by-
(1) Finding, collecting, receiving, identifying, 
evaluating, photographing, and reporting 
on items of engineer technical intelligence 
interest such as captured and foreign engi-
neer materiel, construction, organization, 
training, tactics, techniques, installations, 
term in, fortifications, and research and 
development. 
(2) Illustrating and preparing training aids of 
items of engineer intelligence and instruct-
ing in the use of, or counteracting, captured 
and foreign engineer materiel. 
(3) Assisting with the interrogation of cap-
tured and foreign military and civilian per-
sonnel for engineer intelligence. 
(4) Assisting in the eV!1cuation of items of 
engineer intelligence interest. 
o. Organization. There are three types of engi-
neer technical intelligence detachments-technical 
intelligence collection detachments, which are nor-
,nally assigned on the basis of one per corps; tech-
nical intelligence research detachments, which are 
assigned on the basis of one per field army; and 
terrain detachments, which are assigned as required. 
The research detachment, which has more personnel 
than the technical collec.tion detachment, consoli-
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dates, evaluates, and forwards the reports of the 
engineer technical intelligence collection detach-
ments. The terrain detachment collects and proc-
esses terrain information and produces terrain 
studies. 
25. Medical Technical Intelligence Detachments 
a. Mi8sion. Medical technical intelligence detach-
ments contribute to their service's technical intelli-
gence effort by-
(1) Providing medical intelligence service by 
collecting, evaluating, and disseminating 
technical and professional information. 
(2) Providing for selective collection, initial 
examination, evaluation, and classification 
of captured and foreign medical equipment 
and supplies, and arranging for the evacua-
tion of such items of appropriate agencies. 
(3) Assisting in interrogation, examination, 
and evaluation of technical medical infor-
mation elnanating from prisoners of war 
and other captured and foreign sources. 
b. Organization. There is only one type of medi-
cal intelligence detachment. These detachments are 
assigned to corps and higher headquarters, up to 
and including theater, as required. 
26. Ordnance Technical Intelligence Detachments 
a. Mi88ion. Ordnance technical intelligence de-
tachments contribute to their service's technical in-
telligence effort by-
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(1) Locating, identifying, selecting, examining, 
reporting upon, and assisting in the evacua-
tion of captured and foreign orduance ma-
teriel and supporting facilities and installa-
tions; and disseminating data and informa-
tion to the proper agencies for evaluation, 
interpretation, and necessary action. 
(2) Furnishing technical information to imme-
diate commanders and higher headquarters. 
(3) Assisting in the interrogation of prisoners 
of war and other captured and foreign per-
sonnel possessing technical intelligence inc 
formation. 
(4) Instructing troops in the recognition, use, 
maintenance, countenneasnres, a.nd destruc-
tion of captmed enemy materiel. 
(5) Maintaining liaison with comparable or-
ganizations of the other technical services 
andG2. 
b. OTganiz(ltion. There are two types of ordnance 
technical intelligence detachments-one type nor-
mnlly is assigned 011 the basis of one per corps, and 
the other type is a control detachment, normally as· 
sig-nen Oil the lmsis of olle per field army. The con-
trol detachmellt, snpel'vising fom' 01' six ordnance 
technical intelligence deta('hments~ operates a control 
center for receipt of technical intelligence reports 
and for the evaluation and dissemination of intelli-
gence from such reports. 
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27. Quartermaster Technical Intelligence Detach-
ments 
a. M issian. Quartennaster technical intelligence 
detaclunents contribute to their service's technical 
intelligence effort by-
(1) Selective collection, initial examination, 
evaluation, and reporting of captured and 
foreign quartennaster type materiel, infor-
mation, and intelligence. 
(2) Exploiting captured and foreign quarter-
master type materiel, installations, informa-
tion, and intelligence of technical value to 
immediate commanders and higher head-
quarters. 
(3) Arranging for the evacuation or captured 
and foreign quartermaster type materiel 
when it is of special interest to the Quarter-
master Corps. 
(4) Assisting in the interrogation or prisoners 
of war or other captured and foreign per-
sonnel for teclmical infonnation. 
(5) Instructing troops in the recognition, iden-
tification, and use of captured or other for-
eign quartennaster type materiel. 
b. Organization. There are two types or quarter-
master. technical intelligence detachments-one, a 
TOE unit, is normally a battlefield collection detach-
ment and is nonnally assigned on a basis of one per 
corps, or to higher headquarters as required; the 
other is a TD type unit organized for nse at theater 
headquarters. Quartermaster POL Products Labor-
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atories (base or mobile), while not designated intelli-
gence units, also analyze and classify captured and 
foreign POL products for use. 
28. Signal Technical Intelligence Detachments 
a. Mwsion. Signal technical intelligence detach-
ments contribute to their service's technical intelli-
gence effort by-
(1) Overt collection of foreign electronic and 
communications equipment and materiel; 
study of its components, use, effectiveness, 
and intelligence value, including research 
and development; selecting, expediting, re-
porting, and evacuating foreign equipment 
and materiel for intelligence purposes, in-
cluding research and development. 
(2) Identifying, photographing, and reporting 
foreign telecommunications instalJations, 
electronic equipment, and documents (in 
coordination with G2) required for intel-
ligence purposes. 
(3) Assisting in the location, evaluation, intel-
ligence exploitation, and reporting on for-
eign installations and facilities, personnel, 
agencies, and activities associated with or 
contributing to the planning, research, de-
sign, developing, operating, testing pro-
duction, storage, maintenance or construc-
tion of installations, equipment, and facili-
ties analogous to those within signal tech-
nical intelligence interest or responsibility. 
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(4) Conducting signal technical intelligence ex-
ploitation of information repositories (in 
coordination with 02) and participating in 
the production and maintenance of intelli-
gence data peculiar to the needs of the Sig-
nal Corps. 
(5) Assisting in or conducting training of nnits 
in the special responsibilities and techniques 
by which those units 'may aid the signal 
technical intelligence collection effort. 
O. Organization. Within the signal technical in-
telligence organization are six types of technical in-
telligence teams. Three of these teams are known as 
signal intelligence officers' sections. Each section has 
been specifically organized for operations at cor,ps, 
field army, and theater army. The fourth team is 
kno'~n as a signal intelligence collection team and 
normally is assigned on the basis of two teams pCI' 
corps. The fifth team is a signal equipment evalua-
tion team and norma1ly ]s assigned on the basis of 
one team per field army. 'Whereas the foregoing 
nnits are organic to a theater, Signal Corps has for 
its sixth team a Class II foreign activity technical 
intelligence team wh1ch is attached to major oversea 
commands. 
29. Transportation Technical Intelligence Detach-
ments 
a. M i8sion. Transportation technical intelligence 
detachments contribute to their service's technical 
1ntelHgence effort by collecting, processing, and ma1ll-
3. 
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taining technical information and intelligence con-
cerning foreign transportation systems, facilities, 
and operations-including routes~ materiel, logistics, 
and installations-for transportation intelligence 
and logistical planning purposes; and by selecting, 
,processing, and expediting the flow of foreign trans-
portation materiel. 
o. Organization. There are two types of trans-
portation technical intelligence detachments-trans-
portation intelligence detachment ( combat) and 
transportation intelligence detachment (strategic). 
The combat detachment normally is assigned to corps 
as reqnired. It is organized to provide subteams 
which may be attached to frontline divisions when 
desired. One or more strategic detachments normal-
ly are assigned to theater, army, and communications 
zone headquarters. Detachments of either type, com-
bat or strategic, may be attached to subordinate 
Transportation Corps units or staffs when required. 
S,ection III. DIVISION AND HIGHER HEADQUARTERS 
30. Division 
a. Divisions and lower units normally accomplish 
their technical intelligence mission without benefit 
of organic technical intelligence subsections or at-
tached technical service intelligence ,letachments. 
Assistance is provided by corps technical intelligence 
subsections, technical service staff officers, and tech-
nical service intelligence detachments. Corps tech-
nical service intelligence detachments are utilized 
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lor the examination of captured and foreign mate-
riel, facilities, and installations captured in the divi-
sion area. If required by the collection effort, corps 
technical service intelligence detachments furnish 
subteams to frontline divisions. Divisions and lower 
units when operating as separate task forces may 
have technical intelligence subsections and technical 
exploitation units attached to them by corps or field 
army. The composition of these subsections and 
units will depend on the mission assigned to the task 
force. In such cases, technical intelligence subsec-
tions are attached to intelligence sections and func-
tion under the operational control of the task force 
intelligence officer. Technical exploitation units are 
assigned or attached to assist in carrying out techni-
cal intelligence responsibilities. 
b. Division and lower unit intelligence officers are 
concerned with collecting, safeguarding, and re-
porting information concerning the capture of enemy 
or other foreign mttteriel, personnel (military and 
civilian) possessing technical information, and sci-
entific and technical facilities and installations. 
c. Division technical service staff officers are con-
cerned with the collection, safeguarding, reporting, 
and initial exltmination of captured foreign mate-
riel, facilities, and installations; and with the imm.,.. 
diate evacuation of captured foreign materiel of 
technical intelligence interest. 
31. Corps and Field Army 
Production of technical intelligence in the corps 
and field army zone of operations requires extensive 
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activity, considerable coordination, and a continuity 
of effort. For this purpos('. a technical intelligence 
subsection is organic to the G2 sections of corps and 
field army, and technical service intelligence detach-
ments are assigned or attached to technical service 
staff sections. Technical intelligence subsections 
train G2 technical intelligence personnel for attach-
ment to task forces and other commands as required. 
Missions for the collection of technical intelligence 
information are assigned to technical exploitation 
units by the technical service staff officers in accord-
ance with requirements established by the field army 
or corps G2. 
32. Army Group 
Since the technical service elements of an army 
group are normally small, technical service intelli-
gence detachments are not normally found at this 
echelon. Army group docs not produce technical 
intelligence except for the limited amount required· 
for planning purposes. The source of technical in-
telligence required at this level is theater army aud 
field army. The army group G2 has a small tech-
nical intelligence subsection to act as advisor for 
planning, general staff direction, and supervision of 
the technical efforts to maintain staff liaison with 
theater army and each field army for the exchange 
of information,. intelligence, and requirements. 
This subsection also maintains the files of technical 
intelligence targets for the planning and conduct of 
special technical intelligence operations. 
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33. Co"mmunications lone 
The communications zone intelligence division 
contains a technical intelligence branch. This 
branch is charged with general staff direction and 
supervision of the technical intelligence effort, to 
include examining, sorting, reporting, and selecting 
materiel for evacuation to the zone of interior or for 
allocation to troop training and use within the the-
ater, as directed by the theater or theater army com-
mander. Depending upon theater organization, the 
theater or theater army scientific and technical 
bra.nch will direct and supervise the activities of 
the communications zone technical intelligence 
branch. The exploitation of captured enemy mate-
riel at the communications zone level is more ex-
tensive than that performed in the combat zone. 
Technical service staff officers, assisted by technical 
service intelligence detachments, are responsible to 
the communications zone G2' for maintaining and 
reporting current information of intelligence value 
concerning foreign technical facilities and activities 
,vithin the communications zone and adjacent areas 
as available. 
34. Theater Army 
Each theater army commander, assisted by his G2 
and chiefs of technical services, is responsible for 
establishing a technical intelligence program within 
his area of responsibility, based on the technical in-
telligence mission of the command. The theater 
army G2 is responsible for organizing a scientific and 
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technical branch capable of directing and snpervis-
ing the collection of technical intelligence, and pro-
viding general staff direction and supervision over 
the production and dissemination of technical infor-
mation and intelligence within the theater army. He 
provides such special schools as are necessary for the 
training of technical intelligence collectors. 
a. Scientific and Technical Branch. The scientific 
and technical branch assists the theater army G2 
in fulfilling the technical intelligence responsibilities 
for which he is charged. The number of personnel 
in the section depends upon the enemy's technological 
development and his anticipated technical activity. 
Normal assignments for a theater army are-
(1) Technical intelUqence staff officers. One 
officer assigned as branch chief; one officer 
per army group; one officer for each major 
special intelligence operation. 
(2) Research analysts. Analysts qualified in 
intelligence aspects of materiel, facilities, 
and installations act as assistants to the 
branch chief on projects of a scientific and 
technical nature. These analysts, with the 
assistance of the technical services, collate 
and evaluate scientific and technical intelli-
gence for G2. Civilian scientists or highly 
qualified engineers are considered in this 
category. 
(3) EaJploitation personnel. Personnel quali-
fied to plan, direct, and supervise that por-
tion of the theater army intelligence pro-
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gram pertaining to the collection, evacu-
ation, examination, use, and evaluation of 
enemy materiel, facilities, and installations 
for intelligence purposes'. 
b. Interrogation Section. 
(1) General. As a component of the theater 
army intelligence division the interrogation 
section functions at the theater army in-
terrogation center. This center provides 
for the reception, housing, and interroga-
tion of prisoners or war and civilian refu-
gees selected ror questioning at this level. 
(2) Interrogation Subsections. 
(a) Within the interrogation section is a 
technical intelligence subsection contain-
ing a minimum or one technically quali-
fied military intelligence interrogator 
and interpreter for each technical service 
within the theater. Assistance to inter-
rogators and interpreters is provided, as 
needed, by the theater army technical 
service staff officers. Direction and su-
pervision of this activity is the responsi-
bility or the scientific and technical 
intelligence branch. 
(b) The technical intelligence interrogation 
subsection is responsible for adequate and 
timely interrogation or captured or other 
foreign scientists, engineers, officers, vari-
ous military and civilian technicians, and 
others selected for technical interroga-
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tion. The scientific and techniCl'1 branch 
will require theater army technical serv-
ice staff officers to provide pertinent tech-
nical questionnaires for interrogations. 
Equipment specialists or technical in-
telligence personnel may be present for 
the interrogation of unusual or specially 
qualified individuals if, in the opinion or 
the interrogation subsection chief, such 
assistance is desirable. The officer in 
charge recommends individuals for fur-
ther interrogation by joint services at 
theater level or the zone or interior and 
disposes of the remaining interrogated 
persons to the general-prisoner com-
pound. 
(c) A special technical interrogation com-
pound, separate from the general center, 
may be established if the volume. of pris-
oners having scientific or teclmical knowl-
edge exceeds the facilities of the subsec-
tion, or if the nature of the individual's 
knowledge is such that special precautions 
need be taken. 
c. Documents Section. 
(1) General. The documents section is a com-
ponent or the theater army intelligence 
division. It plans ror, supervises, and co-
ordinates the collection and examination or 
documents by theater army forces. It op-
erates the theater army document center. 
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(2)' Do=ent8 Sub8ection 
(a) Within the documents section is a tech-
nical intelligence documents subsection 
composed of an officer in charge and nor-
mally one military intelligence translator 
for each technical service. Coordination 
of technical service intelligence require-
ments is the responsibility of the scien-
tific and technical branch. 
(b) The mission of the technical intelligence 
documents subsection is to scan captured 
technical documents and to provide ade-
quate and timely translations of selected 
foreign technical documents in accord-
ance with the policies of the scientific and 
technical branch. Copies of translations 
are forwarded to the latter for dissemina-
tion. 
35. Theater 
No fixed organization is prescribed for the collec-
tion, production, and dissemination of finished tech-
nical intelligence at theater level. Organization at 
that level is based upon theater requirements and the 
technical intelligence mission assigned to the com-
mander by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. . 
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36. Individual 
CHAPTER 5 
TRAINING 
Section I. PERSONNEL 
The chiefs of technical services furnishes informa-
tion and a,,"istance for the training of combat per-
sonnel in recognition and use of standard enemy ma-
teriel. Knowledge of current enemy weapons and 
equipment enhances the ability of combat personnel 
to employ this materiel against the enemy and to 
discern new weapons or modifications of standard 
weapons encountered. Therefore, properly trained 
combat personnel provide a wide screen for gathering 
technical information. This training should in-
elude--
, a. Objeetives of technical intelligence. 
./1( b. Individual responsibilities. 
} c. Recognition of foreign equipment. 
~ I(; 
~ , 
~ 
d. Reporting procedures. 
e. Proper handling for evacuation. 
f. Use of selected items. 
g. Current war trophy policy. 
37. Intelligence Personnel 
a. In addition to the general training given tD all 
personnel, intelligence personnel must be trained in-
(1) Know ledge of aU sources of technical infor-
mation available to their eehelon. 
4S 
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~ 
Intelligence 1ID8810n, responsibilities, re-
quirements, and operations of the technical 
services. 
Mission, capabiiities, and basis of assign-
ment of TSID's and other technical exploi-
tation units. 
Collection, reporting, and processing of in-
formation concerning foreign materiel and 
facilities and use of the resultant intelli-
gence. 
Pr~per capt~~?1~'iitwiet evac-
• I ,uatIOn proceiIUYeJ. ll,.l£.l\J AL 
-~ --{7) Equipment markings to include nameplate ~~. d 
':( , ""ta.,~__ _---~-- , ____ ~ .Y.:«[litary Intel~~ ~~€'tc~J 1t~zation ~ts are trained as' mdi~i~uals and units as pre-
/' scribed by Army training programs. 
38. Technical Intelligence Staff Officer 
~ ~ The technical intelligence staff officer is an intelli-
~ tgence officer who is normally the senior officer of the ~ technical intelligence subsections organic to the G2 J' section. He must receive the same training as all ~ ~ other intelligence personnel, with further intelligence 
~ f training to includ&-
~ _, a. Orientation in the primary intelligence require-
. 1j" ments, respons, ibilities, and activities of each tech-
,If) nical service and the relationship of these require-
~ ments, responsibilities, and actions to technical serv-~ i?E' and associated general staff planning and opera-~ tions. ~~ 4. 
~ 
. ~ N b. Acquiring a broad technical kn.owledge of the 
. 't structure and functioning of weapons, materiel, and 
'~ facilities. 
: ~ rJ c. Recognition of current captured and foreign 
;?f' materiel and significant features of key facilities and 
I ~ installations. I ~ rl d. Procedures and agencies involved in the collec-
J tion and processing of technical intelligence informa-k tion and methods of dissemination of technical in-
~telligence. , N e, e . . hnical reports. J lOD~tl'bf.t: of weapons, equipment, and facilities. -Pi Equipment m" arkings to include n~ePlated-":ta:J ~!;;~~f~j!nmlfltilite oreign lan-
~ i. Preparation of his portion of the 'l\chnical In-
telligence Plan, Items Wanted Lists, ~nd EEl's 
.J:: (essential elements of information). 
'f:~- 39. Intelligence Personnel of Technical st.' ices 
, ::;;' These individuals must be well versed, the plan-
) 11ling, operations, facilities, methods, ,techniques, 
'~ equipment, and employment of troops for'\rJlich their 
-~ service has prinIary responsibility. AdditiOtt..1,spe-
J~ ~~~~~t-rafflPl!JENftm"fe:~_I_~~d facilit~'e~. -
~ "'~. Identification and special features, to incl de '\ 
 data where applicable. -""- - --
. vollection and reporting procedures. '/ 
Nm:;'t~~ii~ip$ptr~'Ert!fJi/~~f materiel nj doeu-
h"WecI by Dlii-M Sd'1~ENTIAl / / 
mpt (rom GD S o( E 0 11652 / 
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~I 'd.' Demonstration techniques. 
~, e. Handling of special target requirements. 
rI f. Recognition of enemy and other foreign tech-
niques, doctrines, and trends in counterpart services. ~ g. War trophy policy. 
~ h. Industrial recognition. 
~ i. Photography. 
~ j. Interrogation techniques. 
40. Technical J:xploilafion Units 
Individual and unit training is the responsibility 
of the respective technical services. The programs 
of instruction include--
!'/ a. The technical intelligence missions, responsibil-'~, requirements, and operations of the technical 
serVIces. 
i' b. Subjects concerning materiel and facilities for 
1--., which their service has primary responsibility or col-
i'e lateml interest to include--
I M (1) Technical aspects, including characteristics, 
i-"---- '~ operational capacity, capabilities, and po-
,'; 't ~ te!.'tialities for military use. J ~ ,(2) Recognition of captured and foreign 
~ materiel. COf\lFlrll=NTIAL' j , S (3) Development aAJ tr'.!T!'tk. I .." A 4 Stora e ackin, and shi ~ ~ H5) Collection of equipment markings, to in-
clude nameplate data by photographic 
means. 
"-
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(7) Techniques and doctrines of employment of 
equipment. 
(8) Industrial recognition. 
o. Known doctrine, tactics, techniques, activities, 
and operational capabilities of enemy and other for-
eign counterpart services, to include paramilitary 
and civilian organizations which may support that 
service. 
d. Procedures for collection, processing, and re-
porting technical information. 
e. Examination of facilities and equipment, and 
writing of technical reports. 
f. Knowledge of the appropriate foreign language 
(desirable, not essential). 
g. Relationship and contribution of technical in-
telligence to other types of inteJligence, 
h. Working know ledge of photo interpretation (as 
used for locating and exploiting targets). 
i. Major targets and problems of the technical ex-
ploitation units of the other technical services. 
Seclion fl. TRAINING MATERIAL 
41. InleJligence Cofleclion Guides and Other Publi-
cations 
a. In addition to Army tmining programs and 
directives, the use of intelligence collection guides 
for training purposes is encouraged. Intelligence 
collection guides are produced by G2, with the assist-
ance of the technical services, and they are dissemi-
nated by G2. Intelligence collection guides are 
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ods, and techniques and the organizations employing 
them. When properly trained in recognition of 
standard enemy weapons !Lnd equipment, troops 
readily identify new or modified types. They pro-
vide numerous sources capable of detecting and re-
porting such materiel innovations. Occupation 
duties require wide dispersion of small units to cover 
the country. Troops stationed in foreign countries 
who encounter matters of a technical intelligence 
nature report these matters through intelligence 
channels. 
49. Technical Service Personnel 
Technical service personnel are well versed in our 
own and foreign equipment and facilities with re-
gard to recognition, components, and principles of 
operation. In their daily contact with captured ma-
teriel other than that examined by technical exploita-
tion units, they are in a position to discover changes 
and modifications. They also provide technical as-
sistance for exploitation of standard and nonstand-
ard enemy weapons and equipment. 
50. Intelligence Personnel 
Intelligence personnel at all echelons may have 
contact with materiel or personnel providing many 
sources of information. Intelligence officers are 
charged with the collection, production, and dis-
semination of technical information and intelligence. 
Consequently they are vitally interested in exploiting 
available sources. 
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51. Technical Exploitatlon Units 
Technical exploitation units are continually alert 
for all information on enemy or other foreign ma-
teriel, facilities, methods, techniques, and technical 
activities. Properly trained and indoctrinated in 
their primary mission, they can achieve dependable 
results. These units are authorized to contact Iront-
line organizations after having first coordinated their 
visits with those organizations' higher headquarters. 
52. Equipment Specialists 
Civilian and military equipment specialists and 
research analysts are few in number, but are usually 
highly qualified. Found at higher echelons, they 
perform tests and analyses on all types of enemy 
materiel. 
53. Other Agencies 
The Army Security Agency, Departments of the 
Navy and Air Force, the Central Intelligence 
Agency, the State Department, the CountsI' Intelli-
gence Corps, Civil Affairs/Military Government, 
field operations intelligence, military attaches, and 
other specialized agencies provide technical intelli-
gence and information, through established channels, 
to the Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, Department of 
the Army. 
Section III. PRODUCTION 
54. Relationship to Strategic and Combat Intelligence 
The nature of technical intelligence is such that 
it ha~ a bearing on both combat and strategic intelli-
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Proper handling of captured aud foreign materiel, as 
well as efficient exploitation of documents and pris-
oners, frequently results in dissemination of critical 
information and intelligence to troops in time to be 
decisive. For example, seizure of an enemy manual 
on a new antitank gun permits dissemination of ex-
tracts on the gun's characteristics, performance, and 
operations, even before the actual weapon is en-
countered by our troops. 
57. Intelligence Agencies 
Dissemination of technical intelligence is accom-
plished at all echelons. 
a. The Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, Department 
of the Army, assisted by intelligence agencies of the 
technical services, publishes: Handbooks on foreign 
armies, The Technical Intelligence Bulletin (bi-
monthly), graphic training aids, intelligence reviews 
(bimonthly), periodic and special reports, studies, 
estim"tes, and surveys. This literature is distrib-
uted to the various branches of the Armed Forces, to 
government agencies, and to other nongovernmental 
agencies as required. In addition, G2, Department 
of the Army disseminates within the Army appro-
priate technical intelligence publications of other 
government agencies. 
b. Within theater army, dissemination of intelli-
gence is on a priority b"sis with the highest priority 
being given to those items of immediate concern to 
theater troops and agencies. Theater army also dis-
seminates technical information and intelligence to . 
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adjacent theaters, military attaches, and other major 
commands on a need-to-know basis. 
58. Technical Services 
The head~ of technical services, Department of 
the Army, prepare material for dissemination within 
their respective services as deemed necessary. ,Vhen 
technical services have a requirement for intelligence 
produced by other agencies, requests for such intel-
ligence should be placed l\pon the Office of the As-
sistant Chief of Staff, G2, Department of the Army, 
who will take necessary steps to obtain this material. 
Intelligence prepared by technic,,] service intelli-
gence agencies will be corre]"ted and approved by the 
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, Depart-
ment of the Army, prior to dissemination outside the 
originating service. 
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TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS 
Section I. CLANDESTINE AND OVERT OPERATIONS 
59. General 
Since technical intelligence, as well as all other in. 
telligence at Department of the Army level, is on a 
continuous, worldwide basis, operations continue re-
lll'20. net; ~NFt~/Arr , :a ..... , ........ Clandestine 0p'.'_"_'" 
a. Clandestine intelligence operations are central. 
ized under the direction and supervision of the As~ 
sistant Chief of Staff, G2, Department of the Army ~ 
to prevent duplication of effort, waste of personnel,1 
and omissions in the collection of technical informa-\ 
tion. A high degree of centralization is mandatory \ 
to afford maximum security to these operations. ! 
o. Clandestine intelligence operations are generally I 
carried out in the same manner during peace or war. 
Clandestine units collect technical information as; 
directed by the Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, Depart-
ment of the Army. Such units provide for collec-
tion by incorporation into their units of technically 
qualified personnel to satisfy Department of the \ 
Army and theater army technical intelligence re-' 
quirements. These technically qualified personnel' 
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are normally provided by the technical services to 
The Assistant Chief of Staff, G2, 'Department of the 
Army, for training prior to assignment. Technical 
service personnel assigned to clandestine units are 
under the operational control of GZ. Technical 
services advise the GZ on matters pertaining to the 
collection and dissemination of technical informa· 
tion of interest to their respective services. The 
heads of technical services do not en&r"e in clandes-
tine activities. CONf\D£.NT\f\1-
a. For overt operations, intelligence staffs of thea-
ter army down to and including corps are organized 
and trained to fulfill the technical intelligence collec-
tion requirements of their own and higher head-
quarters. Military intelligence org,mization teams 
are used for necessary operational support as re-
quired. Technical service intelligence organizations 
within oversea theaters should be capable of immedi-
ate expansion in the event of war with minimum 
changes in organization ,md procedures. Technical 
service intelligence staffs, augmented by technical 
exploitation units, conduct research and analysis at 
theater level as required. During wartime, each 
head of a technical service will have available suffi-
cient technical exploitation units to meet the needs 
of his service. 
b. The military attache is an overt collector. (See 
par. 16.) 
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Section II. INTELLIGENCE TASK FORCE OPERATIONS 
62. Ge~e~al 
Enemy individuals, <,locu~ent cen~rs, i;"'hnical 
install~tiotis, faCilities, or depots are suitabl~ targets 
for exploitation by intelligence task force operations. 
These targets may be strongly defended but in close 
proximity 'to allied lines; weakly protected as the 
result of a fluid tactical situation; or unprotected 
owing to hasty evacuation of hostile troops. How-
ever, the theater commander, governed by the poli-
cies of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, determines whether 
the target wiII be destroyed to deny' its use td the 
eneniy or preserved for capture by our forces. In 
the event preservation is ordered, an intelligence task 
force is organized and prepared to seize, sl1fegul1rd, 
and exploit the personnel, documents, or materiel 
present in the target l1rea. Although, in some situl1-
tions, the target may be located behind our lines, task 
force operations are required tD effect organized in-
teIIigence exploitation. All planning is coordinated 
with G3. Information pertl1ining to existence, loca-
tion, and nature of activity of likely targets may be 
reported by higher, lower, or adjacent intelligencB 
agencies. 
63. Direction 
Task force operations normally are pbnned by the 
lowest headquarters able to direct all activities con-
nected with seizure and exploitation of the objectives. 
Planning is concerned with four aspects-
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a. SeiZUre of the objective. 
eludes precautions and provisions to prevent unin' 
tentional destruction by combat troops, delayed en-
emy demolition, looting,. or removal by souvenir 
hunters. 
c. Coordination. Thorough coordination of inter, 
ested agencies is necessary to prevent loss or delay o:f 
in:formation resulting :from overll1pping or oversight 
of valuable targets within the target area. 
d. Orientation. Explicit orders are issued to in-
sure assignment to tasks and to orient each individual 
or detachment on the special operation. 
64. Composition 
The commander o:f an intelligence task force may 
be selected by the planning element, or the entire 
operation may be dele£'l1ted to l1 subordinate com-
mand. The task force consists of three elements-
a. Combat. A combat unit of suitable size and 
composition is designated to seize, hold, and pro-
tect the objective and selected targets until relievecl 
by the security element. 
b. E"ploitation. Technical exploitation nnits, 
equipment specialists, intelligence and Counter In-
telligence Corps personnel to accomplish the intel-
ligence requirements of the operation are furnished 
by the G2 and technical service officers of the head-
quarters directing the operation. 
c. Security. A guard unit from an appropriate 
rear area organization should be provided. Since 
combat troops must be released as soon as the target 
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is out of proximity to the enemy, another unit must, 
to the extent required by the situation, provide nor-
mal interior guard. . This may be accomplished 
through th.e provost marshal or by drawing troops 
from one of the technical services. This third ele-
ment should arrive on the scene as soon as the enemy 
has. been routed and should be prepared to remain 
until duly relieved. 
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CHAPTER 8 
PROCEDURE FOR EVACUATION AND EXAMI-
NATION OF CAPTURED MATERIEL 
65. Introduction 
Exploitation of captured and other foreign ma-
teriel takes place in both the theater of operations 
and the zone of interior. The capture of a new or 
modified item or one of special interest is reported 
to the 82 who submits a report to the next higher 
headquarters. Technical exploitation unit person-
nel proceed to the capturing unit or location; make 
a preliminary 'examination when necessary; arrange 
for evacuation of the item to the appropriate main-
tenance shop, branch depot, or branch section of a 
general depot; and prepare a preliminary report 
which is disseminated through G2 and technical 
service channels. At that installation a detailed 
field examination is made and a final field report 
is prepared. In cases where a technical service has 
a separate organization at army or higher level for 
the purpose of making a more complete field report 
or a preliminary exploitation type of report, the 
technical exploitation unit which covers the front 
lines usually initiates It field report and sends a copy 
of it and the item to be reported to the technicnl 
exploitntion unit at the higher headqm1rters, where 
the final field report is prepared. 
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66. Examination 
a. In the theater of o,Perl'tiops, the first objective 
after capture of an itein is to obtain information 
andint(lllig~~~ of immediate value ,to the combat 
forces, tq ~n~lu~&;- \. ;:; .. ,.: , .... 
(1) Recognition char~eristics. 
(2) Capabilities and linutations. 
(3) Countermeasures. 
(4) Other·combat intelligence. 
This information and intelligence are derived. maiuly 
from the,data obtained by actual examination.(>f the 
captured materiel. Additional information and in-
telligence are derived from captured documents and 
interrogations. 
o. Preliminary examination of bulky and impor-
tant equipment is made by appropriate techni.cal ex-
ploitation units. For example a new enemy tank 
would require several days for a complete field 
analysis and for evacuation to the appropriate 
branch installation. Following this examination, a 
preliminary report is submitted, and the tank is 
evacuated to an ordnance heavy maintenance com-
pany of the corps support battalion. A preliminary 
report is not required for an item of no special sig-
nificance. 
c. Generally, final field examinations are made by 
appropriate technical exploitation units at the unit's 
bivouac or at the appropriate branch installation 
which in some services may be located at a higher 
echelon than the actual collecting technical exploita-
tion unit. At the conclusion of the field examination, 
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the final field report is written. All additional tech-
nical information on the subject which has boon ob-
tained from documents or interrogations is shown in 
an appendix to the report, stating the source of the 
information. 
d. Civilian technical specialists normally conduct 
their examination of captured materiel at higher 
headquarters and are permitted in the forward zones 
only when absolutely necessary. The technical serv-
ice sponsoring civilians is responsible for rendering 
a preliminary report on the examination. 
e. TSID's and other technical exploitation units 
have a limited capability for producing reports. No 
provisions are made for reproduction of drawings or 
photographs in any quantity; therefore, the number 
of copies of reports, drawings, or photographs 
should be limited to the minimum amount required. 
Higher headquarters must accept responsibility for 
reproduction of technical exploitation unit reports, 
drawings, and photos. It is desirable, however, that 
technical exploitation units prepare reports in at 
least five copies for distribution as follows: 
(1) The original and one copy, plus film or 
negatives, through intelligence channels to 
the G2 of the echelon to which the technical 
exploitation unit is assigned or attached 
for the attention of the technical intelli-
gence staff officer. This G2 will forward 
one copy to the G2 of the next higher 
echelon. 
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negatives of factory 
,~ __ )U1d be forwarded through intelligence 
ch1innels as expeditiously . as possible to the 
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, 
of the Army. 
.---~- - --........... - •. __ .. _._ .. ~_ is made 
and a report submitted to the Assistant Chief of 
$taff, <12, Department of the Army. 
/'l g. The examination of materiel in the zone of in· 
terior is made to obtain information of strategic, as 
well as tactical value; however, when required, this 
examination may be performed in the theater. 
67. Evacuation 
l{ a. The general policy of evacuation and recovery 
of light enemy materiel, including that which may be 
of intelligence interest, is as follows: In divisional 
units, line companies move captured materiel to 
points from which it is evacuated by any available 
vehicle to the salvage collecting point in the regi. 
mental train's bivouac. From that point, salvage is 
evacuated to the division salvage point. This point, 
set up by the division quartermaster, is normally 
near the distributing point for class I supplies. This 
procedure facilitates the use of supply vehicles in 
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the salvage process. Frequently, technical exploita' 
tion units visit the division salvage point to examine 
and evacuate desired captured materiel. The divi· 
sion quartermaster supervises further evacuation to 
the army salvage collecting point. A salvage col· 
lecting company, containing salvage specialists in 
chemical, ordnance, and signal materiel normally 
supports each corps. This company receives, col· 
lects, classifies, and evacuates salvage of all classes 
at collecting points, railheads, and other army instal· 
lations. Subsequent evacuation is conducted by the 
technical services concerned to appropriate branch 
installations. Certain salvage is normally evacuated 
through supply and maintenance channels of the 
technical service concerned. This type includes dan· 
gerous items such as explosives, delicate items such 
as signal devices, or large complex items such as 
vehicles. 
o. Heavy enemy materiel such as tanks, artillery 
pieces, and similar items, which may be of intelli· 
gence interest, are recovered, in frontline areas as 
follows: technical exploitation units visit the equip· 
ment in place to determine emplacement techniques 
and damage caused by our weapons. They select, 
search for documents, tag, and armnge for evacua· 
tion of items of intelligence value. Materiel not re· 
quired for technical intelligence is left to be handled 
by the appropriate salvage or recovery unit in 
accordance with theater army standing operating 
procedures. 
c. In the event of imminent recapture, enemy mao 
teriel is destroyed in place. 
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Ii; ~Ptured[ime!hy ima,tert6i ofa.lk,types is col, 
lecled>ilt thll, i.p'Mri'ate ibranCh. mm.na.tlonin"the 
serViceiirea of ooniiitilruclttiiifui:zone.;; UponcomPIe, 
tion 6AJina1;eri'friina'ti0ii'off,it6msh-amg tecjl1iiCAl 
ihteIDgenee ~liie;LmaterM]li .:further Jevacuated •. to ~e, ~Pt~\~ "tpr.shipinent,; 0.; the ~nil·of 
¢tenor.1 I . ina'. requfrild for exploitation by 
~illle~ iinterioltJ agencielHIlay hEl iSS1ied for troop 
training!ot.Oth~r tfs'es. . ',' .. ' 
. e. The'lli'oCedlire,for special evacuation of speci-
ned maieri~iJol!'lyPiCh civilian or other investigators from· t1i'1l'!hne·dilliiterior are sent to the theater of operatfb~iilL as lfblliiws: ;! '.! •... . . .. 
;' (l)"fn thk.iiveJiUtenis are small enough to be 
"~lc'arried,;cleanmce and permission must be 
. obtained from the theater army intelligence 
officer. 
(2) For large items or installations requiring 
dismantling, those items that can be trans-
, :. ported are evacuated through normal serv-
ice channels. Large installations, such as 
wind tunnels or manufacturing pilot plants 
requiring dismantling and evacuation, are 
conducted as special projects under the su-
p~rVision • of the theater army' iritelligence ~ .i~,·:;~~tl ,~~#~.: : :;. . , 
68. 'Markln'S for Evacution 
~ a. ra'gg(fig. '1). To facilities segregatiOn and 
cpllection of materi~ to be evacuated for intelligence 
purpbses and to forestall tampering by unauthorized 
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... rvice color are se-
except for the 
supePi.mp~ s~ce-iIlSi~i!:nd service color, for 
eas? of hd~9frca~on. Ea~!~mce .. ~,o,:~weather 
r8S1Sta11f\ ¥gs t&;i:ts> techlU~ ~l~~~~lOil 
O. Se1"Vweq'llt'r,s; Captqred mat@:iel ( 
tIle·zorie 
standard\ ~ehviq~ .~Q~~rs and laVell:'). 
and segregation of materiel • 
c. Orig;nal markings should not be defa, 
:) 
. , 
6.9. SafeguardIng In. TransIt .'. . . ' ", 
Escorts are mandato,ji~ provid.~ sec~~ty for 
critical 'items of captured materiel. Within the 
theater,: appropria~ teGhnical service inte1ligence 
officers determine the needior escorts and, provide 
them. 'For shipment to the zone of intetior, the 
theater army intelligence officer determines and ar-
ranges for escorts. 
70. Technical Reports 
a. Reports. Intelligence plans specify the type 
of reports and number to be submitted. There are 
five general types of reports-
(1) PrelinIinary ,and spot reports are prepared 
by techni6SJ exploitation units, and :fur-
nished to the intelligence officer and appro-
priate technical service staff officer of the 
headquarters to which the technical eX-
ploitation units are attached. 
(2) Final field reports, prepared by technical ex-
ploitation .units and equipment specialists, 
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are furnished to mtelligence .and., special 
staff offipei)! qfa.~~~quarte~ to,' ""hich 
the technical ~rOltatlO!l tirute are '\t-
tached .. In c~~1rrices a teChniCJLl ~­
ploitatiol!Jl1rlt J!!lllac~ at al:IllY hea.Q.qu!!:r-
ters or higher to make the final field reports. 
These units are'beiter'equipped to'/nake a: 
more thorough 'ti\~brt' th~h the collecting 
detachment.:, : . . , ,. 
Examination reports prepared by civiiiim 
technical specialists are also regarded as 
prelimiIiary reports. They are also sub" 
nutteHo iIit'elligeill'ceand' ~hnici1. t>ervibe 
staff officel:s at the, headquarters fof which 
the iIivestigator' . 
(4) Specia:! ~lL<JfMliM(l"tAlilzher head-
by 
are 
titled and referenced to their accompa~ying reports 
by originating ag~ncies. Negatives actompanv the 
original report submitted to G2 . 
graphic laboratory units provide the :facilities and 
service for developing film and prints. 
c. Reporting. Reporting in peacetiq,e is covered 
c" by SR 380-305-5. I 5 ?-IJ 
Classified by'--"J)oq'-~b:"-.:JVl-"-__ _ 
Exempt from G D S of E 0 11653 
Eltemptlon Cntegot;Y G: y 'vOT; ~, e 
Declassify on Il~ Ii -.£;!~ I r 
~p pM' 
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FM19-40 
FM 21-l1 
FM 21--S 
FM 21-80' 
FM 80-5 ': 
FM 80-15 
F./.{ JO<h'S., 
FM 100-10 
FM 161:.G 
PAM: 10S--1 
,PAM: 810-8 
PAM: 310.,4 
-:(j 
Alt'10-2OO 
AR 10-830 
AR 10-840 
AR 10-350 
AR 10-855 
AR 10-870 
AR 820-1 
AR 880-8 
76 
.. ::' ,,' . 
'Ii' 
Handling Pr~onerB ot War. 
Military Tr$lng. " 
M!litary Tralnlng Alds. 
Military Symbols. 
, Combat Tntelligence; 
Examination 'ot Personnel and Documents. 
Field Seryice ~egulatiOD8J Operations. 
Fjeld Service Regulations, AdmlDlstration. 
stair Officers' Field Manual, Starr Organtza. 
tion and PlOeedure. 
The Troop Program ot the Army Estab-
lishment Reterence Digest ot Tables ot 
Orglinlzatlon and Equipment and Type 
Tables ot Distribution. 
Index: of Army Motion Pictures, TtHevlsion 
r i .. Recordings, 'and Film Strips. 
.r -Xndex of Training PubliCatlons. 
Index of TechnIcal Manuals, Technical 
Regulations, TechnIcal Bulletins, Supply 
Bulletins, Lubrication Orders, and Mod. 
Illcatlon Work Orders. 
Corps of Engineers. 
Quartermaster Corps. 
Army Medical Serviee. 
Chemical Corps. 
Transportation Corps. 
Ordnance Corps. 
Dictionary Of United States Military Terms 
tor Joint Usage. 
Safeguarding Security Information. 
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AR 381-220' 
SR 10-120-1 
SR 10-330-1 
SR 10-840-1 
SR 10-850-1 
SR 1O-85G--1 
SR 10-860-1 
SR 10-870-1 
SR 10-880-1 
SR 11-10-50 
SR 320-5-1 
SR 320-50-1 
SR 380-805-5 
SR 550-2(;-1 
TOE S--500R 
TOE 5-lIOOR 
TOE S--500R 
TOE !Hi10R 
TOE l0-500R 
TOE l1-l100R 
TOE 30-500R 
TOE 55-500R 
Co'jFfDER'F1At 
Military Intelllgence-ForelgIl Materiel tor 
Intelligence PUrposes. (0) 
Department' or the Army. Office ot the 
Assistant Chief' of Staff, G2, lotelUgence . 
Departme~t of' the Army, Ofilce of the 
Quartermaster General. 
Office of the Surgeon General. 
Office or the Chief Chemical officer. 
Offi(!e of the Chief ot Transportation. 
Department of the Army, Office of the Chief 
of Engineers. 
Office of the Chief of Ordnance. 
Office of the Chief Signal Officer. 
Army Programs. Execution and Review 
and Analysis of the Intelllgence Pro-
gram. (0) 
Dictionary of United States Army Terms. 
Authorized Abbreviations. 
Military Security. Army Intelllgence Col-
lection Instructions. (C) 
Retention of War Trophies and Registration 
of War Trophy Firearms. 
Chemical Service Organization. 
Engineer Service Organization. 
Medical Service Organization. 
Ordnance Specialized SerVice Detachment. 
Quartermaster Service Organization. 
SIgnal SerVice ·Organization. 
Military Intelligence Service Organization. 
Transportation Service Organlzation. 
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".i\1t oIvY.}(\ ~~. '%';.i,' r; 
vtj t ' / ~,\O \ If,' . ;;;i~I~':;r 
• . 'if!:"\ i .. ,:' i.:.li. ~ j :t:~1 .. -~il.. -.p '~.' i, 
:; " JY \ .... 'FJxAMPLE ..•• . . 
1l \ 'O~ T~qtrn!9~i~tttG~~CE PLAN, 
:t.-.: 
"', ,!:) "iJ.: .' , (A'r1i":J!jOItl:LoNS) 
q:;~l#i-f~I~A-t-I--O-N 
"I-;j":,;H 
-'I' . ~,.-' : . 
. , " d' -." ~lliiig Headquarters 
PI~ 
0'1' .,.,' Time/Date 
Appendix __ to Annex __ "'(Intelligence) to 
Opetalibn Plan __ . . 
, 1., GEN"ERAL. A statemept of the purpose, ref-
erences, period .cpvered,and designation of subordi-
nate element8'required to prepare similar plans. 
2. ORGANIZATION. 
, ~. lnt;elUgencejigencws • .. Organization and 
function at each echelon, including subordinate and 
supporting agencies and their liaison. 
,. '11." TeiJ}"nWal Ser'lfwes. A subparagraph for each 
techniCil.loorvide statiiig the mission, organization, 
allotnlent of technical service intelligence detach-
ments, ,responsibilities and functions, as well as 
des6ription of Field Service Depots. 
. 3, PERSONNEL.' 
~ a. Military. Policy concerning: special passes; 
taking custody of captured enemy materiel; move-
n II(tpllRNL 
Galf.!" lilt 
mexits in forward areas; reJlOrting to coniinand posts; 
cooperation with combat intelligence persOnnel; re-
lationship between intelligence and technical service 
intelligence personnel. 
O. Oim7ian. 
(1) Authority for presence in theater of op-
erations; passes required. 
(2) Policies concerning sponsors for individ-
uals and groups. 
(3) Responsibility of sponsor for logistical 
support. 
(4) Limitations on activities of individuals 
and groups. 
4. DIRECTION. Policies governing publishing 
requirements and Items Wanted Lists; designation 
of special targets; direction to be provided. by sub-
ordinate echelons and technical services. 
5. COLLECTION. 
a. DO(fI.//fMnts. Procedures for colleding and 
forwarding documents; responsibilities for evaluat-
ing importance and timeliness of data; channels for 
forwarding. 
O. pri8oner8. Procedures for selection and in-
terrogation of personnel with technical knowledge; 
channelsfor evacuation; ultimate disposition (civil-
ians, neutrals, deserters, etc.) . 
c. Materiel. 
(1) Disposition of information Concerning 
captured enemy materiel. 
(2) Policies for safeguarding, evacuation, 
examination and ultimate disposition. 
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MIIMlill"''' :~.. ' 
: "'"d. tFacil~,tFlldureaiol'.collecting ,and re-
pOI1ing, infOrlftatiW,: :reSPonsibility, and, preparing 
EElj'iChaIinels f~forwardihg or disposition of fa-
cilities data. 
6. PROCESSING. " 
n a. Records te@ired!to be maintained. , 
o. PolicieS gQYernmg preparation of prelimi-
nary aIidfihalfIeld,reports;,,{· , 
c. Liaison 'lind coordination between intelligence 
agenci~ andteo:hnic!\l services ~oncerning evaluation 
and interpretation of technical intelligence informa-
tionL, jJ. " ' • , 
7. DISSEMINATION. 
;;" :a., Purpose, scope, language" content and type 
of perigdic, and special reports to be submitted. 
"i', o. ~olicies governing disseminathm. 
8. TECHNICAL !INTELLIGENCE TASK 
FORCE OPERATIONS. 
t,,,, a. :rp.eater and .theater, army policy concerning 
scope aJ;[d, ~jfort that ,may be expended on missions. 
,:, o. 4-uthority to determine whether an intelli-
gence target should be saved for capture or destroyed. 
'i c. PFoceduresJQr"colIecting and reporting data. 
~; d. ,~p,?nsibility for,direction of operations. ' 
e. Limitation on units and individuals author-
ized to participau;. '", 
f· General provisions for security of planned 
operations, safegullrding components of ,intelligence 
and other' value, p~~oxi~ies concerning exploitation. 
,',~;, ! ' .. 
Commander 
10 a.FIIII"IIL 
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DISTRIBUTION: 
Active Army: 
Gen Stall', DA (5) 
exceptG2 (15) 
Tee Svc, DA (5) 
Hq, CONARC (40) 
Army AA Comd (5) 
OS Maj Comd (10) 
except AFFE, US· 
ARPAC (25) 
OS Base Comd (3) 
Log Comd (3) 
MDW (3) 
Armies (5) 
Corps (5) 
Dlv (5) 
Brig (2) 
RegtjGp (4) 
Ft & Cp (2) 
USMA (50) 
Gen Depots (2) 
Sup Sec, Gen Depots 
(2) 
Depots (2) 
POE (5) 
OS Sup Ageneles (3) 
PG (2) 
Arsenals (2) 
Army Intel Cen (50) 
Mil Dlst (2) 
MAAG (1) 
Mil Msn (1) 
ARMA (1) 
Units organized un-
der :t:ollowinl!: 
Gen & Br Bve Seh 
TOE's: 
30-600R (AA-
AE), MI Bve 
Org (2) 
(5) 
NO: None. 
USAR: None. 
For explanation of abbreviations used, see SR 320-50-1. 
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